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ACQUISITION INDIGESTION AND THE HOLWAY TEST
One of the rst Holwayisms - well before the rede nition

of the word "Boring" ♥ was Acquisition Indigestion. It

appeared as a headline over thirteen years ago in one of the

rst editions of SYSTEMHOUSE back in February 1990.

The advice on offer then has, rather unfortunately. stood the

test of time.

At its heart was the advice that mega binges were the

main cause of the illness and that small meals taken

regularly was the prescription most likely to avoid the

dreaded indigestion A malady which, we should point out.

has in many cases proved fatal,

We were reminded of this a

few weeks ago when we were

talking in front of an audience

about consolidation in our

sector and our belief that we

would see much more in the

period to come. In a period of

lacklustergrowth, acquisitions

will be one of the only ways of

boosting market share and

reducing costs by shared

resources Many acquisitions

will be "defensive" ♥ as much in

the mid-market (like Loglca

and CMG or last month's

proposed iSolt and Torex coupling) as a: the larger end

(like HP and Compaq).

"Sure/y, Richard, this is at odds with y0ur Often stated

views that large acquisitions don 't work?" lwas asked from

the oor,

My response was "We/l, everyone knows that smoking is

bad for your health, but athird of the population still smokes".

In other words it is quite compatible to warn of the dangers

whilst forecasting even greater uptake!

MEGA BINGEING
In 1990 we de ned a mega binge as a situation where

one company acquired another that was > half its own size.

Size was measured by BOTH revenue and market valuation,

You had to pass both. This Holway Test is quite a neat de nition

as it means that, as you get bigger, so do the meals you can

safely consume.

However, the measurement only relates to the company☁s

 

S/ITS revenues. Using the Holway Test, Accenture (c331 1 .5b

revenues) would be ill-advised to acquire CSC (c$11b

revenues) but could just about think of acquiring Unisys

($5.6b revenues). However, BT (c$30b revenues) would be

ill-advised to go for CSC as BT's S/ITS revenues are <$3b. If

it really wanted to build its S/ITS operations by acquisition.

companies with SITS revenues of <$1.5b should be BT's

initial hunting ground.

FAILING THE HOLWAY TEST

There isn't enough room in this article to list all the

acquisitions which have failed the

Holway test and then subsequently

failed to meet the buyer's initial

expectations. They range from the

big (like Cap Gemini Ernst &

Young, Compaq and Digital) to

the relatively small (like Sema and

LHS, Misys and Medic). Recently,

HP and Compaq would have failed

the Holway Test as would Logica

and CMG. We still reservejudgment

on both!

Applying the S/ITS revenue test

would also have started alarm bells

ringing when muchlarger non-S/ITS

companies decided to acquire. Time Warner and AOL.

Invensys and Bean. Schlumberger and Sema - let alone

the disastrous ventures Into the S/ITS area by both Marconi

and Pearson » would all have failed the Holway Test.

PASSING THE HOLWAY TEST

Conversely, there isn't a single one of the 40+ acquisitions

made by either Sage or Caplta ♥two of the companies

which have made the most acquisitions over the last decade

- which have failed the Holway Test. Interesting therefore

that these are the two best performing companies in the UK

S/ITS sector!

EVIL EMPIRE

With nearly 100 acquisitions in recent years, IBM has

never failed the Holway Test either. Their rst real foray into

the ITS M&A world was the pretty modest £95m acquisition

of Data Sciences in 1995 and even the $3.5b acquisition

of PwCC, adding c$5b revenues, in 2002 was well within

[continued on page two]
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[continued from page one]

the Holway Test guidelines.

Now IBM, with total 2002

revenues of c$80b and ITS

revenues of >$40b, could acquire

any ITS company in the world

without failing the Holway Test.

For IBM. the only software

company which would fail the test

would be Microsoft. Oracle

would be well within the prescribed

limit. Even on the hardware front,

only Intel and Dell would be ill-

advised acquisitions for IBM.

This was, of course. one of the

reasons why we believe that IBM is

now the only company which could

aspire to global dominance in the IT

sector. A realization that lead the

CFO of Accenture to remark "IfIBM

is the Evil Empire. then Accenture

want to lead the Rebel Alliance".

We have written recently on the
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consolidation in the software sector Here we see IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and

SAP as the consolidators with almost everyone else vulnerable to being their

prey.

BINGEING IN THE IT SERVICES SECTOR

In the IT services sector, there is hardly a day when another rumour of a

mega binge does not surface.

The current rumours surround:

- Sema where 080 was both the most likely and most logical

purchaser. . .but not at the price Schlumberger wanted. Current rumoured buyers

for Sema include HP and 888.

- CGE&Y was likewise rumoured to be a target for HP and was quoted as

the reason for the recent rise in CGE&Y's share price.

What's interesting. if not a little ironic, in these rumoured couplings is that

both Sema and CGE&Y only got into their weakened state in the rst place

because of ill-advised mega binges of their own! (Sema and LHS, Cap Gemini

and Ernst & Young). On the buyer side, we are still highly skeptical of the

ultimate wisdom of the HP and Compaq coupling (as we were with theCompaq
and Digital coupling which contributed to Compaq's weakened position in the

rst place). We would argue that CSC's current comparatively strong position

♥ andtheir ability to be on the potential buyer list ~ is because 080 has NOT
indulged in any such mega binges!

TESTING THE THEORY

Let☂s apply the Holway Test to the Top Ten ITS suppliers to the UK market:

This, of course. contains several different companies to those found in a

European, US or global ranking. But will be of more relevance to

SYSTEMHOUSE readers,

1 - IBM

IBM could acquire the ITS activities of anybody,

2♥EDS

 

We doubt if EDS' current health would allow it to be in

abs acquisition mode at the moment. The only company that could

buy them safely is IBM. Although Fujitsu, HP, Deutsche

Telecom and even BT have more than twice the total revenues

of EDS. they all fail the Holway Test on S/ITS revenues.
Conversely, EDS shouldn☂t even think about acquiring Accenture or 080.

EDS acquiring CGE&Y or Sema would pass the Holway Test however.

3 ♥ ACCENTURE

Accenture has been rumoured as a oss☂bl b'd tp l e I arget oaccen'ljure
themselves. But the only company which could sensibly buy
them is IBM. What an interesting coupling that would make! Conversely if
Accenture went abuying, they too should steer well clear of 080. CGE&Y also

fails the Holway Test. T-Systems and 888 are borderline but Sema, Atos

Origin and LogicaCMG would all pass.

4 ~ FUJITSU SERVICES

Fujitsu is the real wild card in the pack. Fujitsu Services (the

Fu TSU old ICL) has long been considered to be in play as an acquisition

target in its own right. IBM, EDS, HP. Accenture, CGE&Y, and

C80 would all have passed the Holway Test with such an acquisition,

But whatabout Fujitsu itself? Its $40b global revenues and $14b SENICGS
revenues (most of it at the HP end of the value chain), on the surface. might
make it one of the only companies which could compete with IBM across the

[continued on page three]
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board. But Fujitsu is a rather

wounded animal. This month it has

embarrassingly seen its credit rating

reduce to junk bond levels by S&P.

Even though acquiring CGE&Y or

Sema would both pass the Holway

Test, we doubt if Fujitsu has the

resolve or resources to go a»buying

at that level.

5 ♥ csc PEP
As 080 and ☜☁

Accenture are about the same size,
the same reasoning would apply
(see above).

6♥HP

1 HP has already
failed the Holway

lTest by acquiring
Compaq (who had in

turn tailed it by acquiring Digitall).
Now with global S/ITS revenues of
around $12b (but most of it from
the support sector) HP would still
be ill»advised to go after Accenture,
080 or CGE&Y...let alone EDS.
Acquiring Unisys. Atos-Origin or
Sema would, however, pass the
Holway Test...provided the
predator was fit enough for any
meal at present whilst still suffering
from the aftereffects of its last
megabinge!

7 ♥ CGE&Y

A g a i n ,

CGE&Y is more

likely to be the prey than the hunter.
Provided it was t enough, Sema
and Atos Origin would pass the
Holway test.

8 ♥ BT

☂ We have
3T6written about

BT's S/ITS
activities on too

many occasions. Obviously any of
the companies ranked above would
fail the Holway Test. But these are
the only ones that would really

propel BT into the global rankings.

Acquiring Atos Origin, Sema or
LogicaCMG would fail the test too.
Conversely, BT might abandon the
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whole ITS adventure. Sell Syntegra and concentrate on network management

and associated desktop managed services via BT Global Services Solutions.

In that event, BT taking over Computacenter would pass the Holway Test

based on S/lTS revenues (and would bea pretty logical move tool).

9 - LOGICACMG

 

I than being the predator itself. We still think that. LogicaCMG

buying someone like Xansa would. however, pass the Holway Test.

10 ♥ CAPlTA

Capita would indeed be a prize for anybody (i.e. most C A P I

of the above!) who aspired to be the UK☂s leaders in the

BPO space. But Capita is still pretty highly valued and is therefore unlikely to

succumb to anybody without very deep pockets.

Capita is far more likely just to continue its winning recipe for small meals

taken often. A mega binge in the ITS space is unimaginable.

OGEB☁V

Sien'ens (SBS) ITS only '

BTU-System) ITS only

Un☂sys

 

SchlurrbergerSerm

Atos Origin    
   

$0.0!) $10.0!) $20.01) $30.01) $40.0!)

CONCLUSION

The Holway Test merely indicates our view of what makes common sense,

based on acquisitions that have succeeded and those that have failed, gathered

over several decades.

It is, however, no guide to what will actually happen.

The only thing that can be guaranteed is that

common sense is the rst casualty in M&A, , '

This article was writren by Richard Holway and ;

rep/aces the Helmsy Comment this month. ☁
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SHOW ME THE MONEY
[1
One of the most pressing

challenges facing UK S/iTS suppliers

is how to access the capital required

both to fund growth and provide

working capital. We have just

completed our latest research

looking at investor sentiment in the

UK S/iTS industry and our ndings

illustrate an environment where

uncertainty and risk aversion continue

to reign. Here are just a few of our

ndings and predictions:

Medium-term outlook

provides no justification for

current share rally...

Our Holway S/ITS index, the

best guide to the performance of all

UK quoted S/ITS companies fell by

43% over 2002. indeed, by Oct. 02

the index had experienced six

consecutive months of falls. But since

Apr 03 all the technology indices have

rallied. Our Holway S/ITS index

outperformed the techMARKtOO

and the FTSE IT (SOS) index with a

70% gain over four months.

However, investors could be

Index movements since 1st Jan. 02

CW.

S/ITS companies moving towards break-even position or displaying signi cant

pro ts growth in 2002/2003 - a pro ts recovery achieved by cutting costs in all

areas of the business.

Such big cost cutting exercises cannot continue inde nitely. Cutting costs in

a one or two year blitz is one thing; sustained cost cutting over a long period is

much more dif cult. indeed the S/ITS sector has no previous experience of this.

For this reason, we would suspect that the current pro ts growth would run

out of steam by about 2005/6. indeed. it will be those companies grabbing

market share that will achieve this sort of pro ts growth. We will see others fall

back into the red once more. When double-digit pro ts growth deserts the

industry technology stocks are likely to suffer once more.

...And the IPO famine is set to continue...

We have not witnessed a S/ITS iPO on the London Stock Exchanges Main

market since Detica oated in Apr. 02. August brought the rst lPO on AIM since

the end of last year (see p.15),To put this into context, in the heydays of 2000/

2001, 38 companies floated on the London Stock exchange in just one year.
Combining this with the level of consolidation in the industry and the number

of company failures means that there are now 1 1 % fewer S/ITS companies listed

on the London Stock Exchange than there were in 2000. In the last three months

alone, two companies have been placed into administration (iRevolution and

Vocalis) and two have been acquired (Torex/iSoft and Sherwood international).

The next year will be ☁sink or swim☁ time for many. particularly smaller, S/ITS

companies when they realise costs can be out no further. We therefore believe

that this exodus from the stock market will continue. Uncertainty in the stock

market will also mean that few companies will choose to iPO until at least 2004,

if not 2005. We are only aware of one S/ITS company that has expressed a

desire to oat in the UK this year. Compared to a couple of years ago early☁stage

companies now need to have progressed their

companies much further in terms of revenue

base and time to pro tability if their otation is
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disappointed if the recent stock-

market rally turns out to be a false

dawn. We only have to consider

what has prompted this Upward

movement in share prices. This

renewed investor con dence is as a

result of a large number of UK♥quoted
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to be successful.

...But private equity S/ITS
investment showing signs of recovery

Private equity investment in the UK

technology market crashed by 40% in 2002

with 201 deals undertaken compared to 340
deals in 2001. in addition, the total amount
invested more than halved from 俉1,896m to

E £823m.

3 However, three consecutive monthly

increases in the number of deals have brought

a glimmer of hope. The number of deals

recorded (by month) rose in May, June and

July 03 following a record low ofjust six deals in April. Although it is unlikely that

this signals the start of a major uplift in the level of investment in the UK S/lTS

industry over the next year, we do expect some steady growth from here on in.

Why? The number of ☁active' investors in the technology industry cannot be

sustained with the current low levels of investment. Fund managers must now

either invest the funds available to them or return funds to shareholders. They

need to start showing a return on their existing funds in order to attract investors
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Holway S/ITS Indux ♥-NASDAD

[continued on page live]
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to new funds. Investment activity will

be boosted as companies

downgrade their valuation

expectations thus increasing trade

sale activity and clearing the exit route

for investors.

Despite this, investors are still risk

averse and favouring companies with
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to spread the risk.

We look in more detail at investor sentiment in the industry and answersuch

questions as "which S/lTS companies are attracting the most funds?☝. .. ☜Who

are the most prolific investors in the sector?☝..."Whlch S/lTS companies are

most highly valued?☝ and many more. in the Industry Trends: Investor

Sentiment Report 2003 due to be published this month. Please contact

Andrew Handles for details (email: ajr@ovum.com, or telephone 01252 740908).

(Georgina O'Toole)

established revenue streams rather

than fresh-faced startups. They are

also favouring undertaking investment

deals as part of a syndicate in order

Corporate

technology marketplace

patsystems
va☁l'u uml .miuimtnl riding ☜ air-s

 

Patsystems. supplier of trading

software for the derivative industry. has

announced interim results for the six months ☜00:5

ended 30th Jun. 03. Turnover is up 35%

over the same period last year (and on a 250%

Iike-for♥Iike basis) to 俉4.8m. Losses have also 200%

reduced considerably. The Group reported 150% i

a pre-tax loss of £1.5m compared to a

£5.3m loss in H1 02 and a £3.9m loss in H2 0,:

02. Loss per share improved to 1.2p from 50%

H1 02☂s 3,9p loss. 400%

Higher revenues and lower costs » the

group has managed to reduce its cost base

by £2.4m over the last year to £6.4m ♥ mean

Patsystems is on track to achieve

"operational breakeven" (i.e. excluding the

☁exceptional cost' of developing its new platform. depreciation and amortisation)

by Dec. 03. Cash consumption has also dropped (by 75% to £150K/month),

but having returned cE10m to shareholders in March. Patsystems had only

£3.4m ofcash on its books at the end ofJune.

Tight cost control and further revenue growth therefore remain imperative.

but the management have reasons to be positive about 2003. They have

signed ve new customers so far this year and have one letter of intent; the

number of end♥users has increased by 51% since Jun. 02 and the number of

lots traded has increased by 45% compared with H1 02,

Commenting on the outlook. CE Kevin Ashby said: ☜All our activities are

now focused on maintaining the business momentum that is clearly

demonstrated in this interim statement☝.

Comment: Patsystems has experienced phenomenal growth in turnover

over the last few years. It was formed in 1994 and had revenues ofjust EGOSK

in 1999. Financial years 2000, 2001 and 2002 brought turnover growth of

315%, 130% and 48% respectively. However such high growth. aided by

high levels of investment. means that Patsystems has never managed to move

out of the red (even at the operating level). In addition, despite its growth we

would still class Patsystems as a 'smail sh in a big sea☂.

In the meantime. having oated in Mar. 00 its share price bounced along in

wwmdewwwwwmma r5995: r5990999.5apgasc☁9☁rosss☁sg 99v☜
>V"«°☜\r~°☁v9☁§ 9☜ 5° Side? 0°☜ >°°<<§s~° es☜ s☁ 9e

-O- Patsystems -I♥Holway SllTS Index

We are indebted to Cobalt Corporate Finance, the funding and M+A

Cobalt advisors to technology and media companies, for their assistance in

Finance providth us exclusively with data on private equity investments in the UK

 

PATSYSTEMS ♥ READY TO MOVE OUT OF THE RED

Patsystems share price vs Holway SIITS index

Jan. 02 to Aug. 03

'9

line with our Holway S/ITS index.

Boardroom shenanigans in mid-

2002 did little to appease

Shareholders, though they would

have welcomed news in Dec. 02 that

the company was returning some

of its cash to shareholders,

However. it seems to have been the

company's move from the Main

market to AIM in Feb. 03 that has

really boosted the share price (see

chart) ♥ of course. aided by the

predicted move to operating

breakeven by the end of 2003,

Patsystems is now valued at a

PSR of 2.92 ♥ above the average

for UK quoted S/ITS companies ♥

but below the average for UK

quoted software companies

speci cally. (Georgina O☂Toole)
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ROYALBLUE FINDS GROWTH OVERSEAS
royalblue☁

 

Financial services software company royalblue has reported results for

the six months ended 30th Jun. 03 at the end of July. Turnover fell 5% to

£27.9m. operating pro t fell 8.6% to £3.52m and pre-tax pro t fell 3.4% to

£8.85m. EPS remained steady at 8.5p.

European markets (including UK) were hard hit, with revenues down 25%.

Fortunately, royalblue☂s North American (NA) businesses fared much better,

growing revenues 48% to £12.4m. Indeed, NA is now royalblue's largest

market, just pipping the UK at £1 1 .1 m. Consulting revenues were down 23%

but recurring revenues were up 48% and now represent almost half (49%) of

royalblue's total business. indeed, the company expects recurring revenues to

rise further, and for consulting revenues to fall further, in H2. royalblue chief

executive Chris Aspinall continues to anticipate ☜tough trading conditions".

These will likely result in full year revenues and pro ts that are lower than in

2002.

These results are pretty good given the market in which royalblue competes.

The company have signed 11 new customers in H1 and not many software

players can boast that. They are also building up their hosted services offering

to move more of their business

towards recurring revenue streams.

And they are cash generative, with
£23m cash in the bank, no debt,
nor any goodwill or deferred

consideration to account for from

previous acquisitions. The only

☁unknown' is a patent infringement

lawsuit raised in Jun. 03 in the US,

which royalblue not surprisingly

claims is "withoutmerit". With 60%

of their business coming from

outside of the UK, this is one ☁little

British battler' that looks like it's

really making a mark and holding its

ground as an international player

Great stuff. (Phil Cod/ing)

SIR'S TO REPORT CARD NEEDS MUCH IMPROVEMENT

Troubled educational software

firm Systems Integrated

Research (SIR) has released

results for the year to Sist May

2003. Turnover has fallen 30% to

just £853K, while pre-tax losses

worsened from E79K last year to

£288K. Loss per share also

deteriorated to 2.49p, compared to

0.93p in 2002.

SlR's cash balances have

become worn/ingly low ♥it had

in excess of revenues.

£120K of cash in the bank as at 31st May, compared to 2521 K in 2002. As a

result, the Group has been forced to further reduce its cost base and to defer

its loan repayments to Berg 8. Berg Enterprises Inc. (owned by SIR non-exec

chairman and American private VC investor, CE Berg) for a further 18 months

in order to ensure it had suf cient resources to remain trading. Last year SIR

repaid £327K (inc. interest) on the loan leaving £483K outstanding.

Comment: In its current form SIR has been trading since Feb. 94 when

Global Learning Systems, established in 1983, merged with SIR. SIR

develops educational software speci cally for the UK National Curriculum. Most

of the directors and workforce lost theirjobs in 1998 after SIR returned losses

Despite the launch of its new product. ☜National Curriculum Tests☝, in Jan.

   

Systems Integrated Research

10 year Revenue & PBT Record

1996 1997 1998 1599 2000 2001

903:?ng stingy]

 

a Mg☜.mEmmi

2002 2003

03, SIR is still struggling to establish itself in
the education software market and time is
NOW running Out. In common with other
DrOViders in the education market (eg. FlM).
SIR blames uncertainty in the market Caused

by the BBC's announcement that it will be
PFOVidinQ free online learning content for
schools. Turnover and pro tability have also
been impacted by the fact that schools are

taking a long time to make purchasing

decisions. We'd say aGrade E performance.

heading for an F.

SIR was a new AIM issue in Mar. 96. From

the oat price of115p,SIR's shares sank to a

low of just 4p in 1998. (Anthony Miller)

 



 

Healthcare and retail

information systems provider

Torex has reported results for the

six months to 30☁" Jun. 03.

Tumover is up 19% (16% organic

growth) over the same period in

2002 to 俉92.3m. PET is 43%

higher at E10.0m and EPS is 36%

up onthe comparable period last

year at 12.2p.

The results break down as

follows:

- Retail saw turnover rise 27% to

£24.9m (H1 02: £19.6m). but

operating pro ts were at at £3.5m

♥ Health UK and lreland increased

turnover by 26% to £39.6m and

operating pro t by 48% to 俉10.2m

- Health Continental Europe grew

revenue by 5.2% to £27.7m and

operating pro ts by 31% to £5.1m.

Commenting on the outlook,

Chris Moore. Chairman, said: "Our

outlook remains very buoyant and

we believe the achievement of our

objectives would be accelerated by

the successful Completion of our

proposed merger with iSoft; the

strengths of our two businesses are

complimentary andimproves further

Quantica. the recruitment and

training group hasreleased results

for the six months to 815' May 03.

They reveal a reduction in tumover of

14% to £11.5m with gross pro t

margins maintained as a result of

reducing cost of sales by 20%.

However, with administrative

expenses increasing by 39%. the

operating pro t before exceptionals

and goodwill amortisation was down

by 38% to £0.8m. And the Group

was loss making at the pre~tex level

(after £600K of exceptionals and

EZOOK of goodwill amortisation) to
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TOREX LOOKS TO HEALTHIER FUTURE WITH ISOFT

   

Torex prc ,,,T!rn°v9r,§3 , Well-'9 E10,!" 9* . , Mural" .
5., mum u, 30". Jun, 200: 2002 I change 2003 2002 Change 200:: 2002 f

Retail ☁ 24.929 19.655« 25.9% :msr . 3.53?♥ 70.4% mm. 17.5%
Health UK & Ireland 39.552 31.504 ☁ 25.5% 10.238 7.153 42.9% 25 8% 22 7%

Health Contlnenlal Europe . 27,729 ☁ 25.34 ☁ 5.2% 5.100☁ 3.39! 31.1% 18.4% 14.8%

jCanlralCosls , H 7 his _ "nilar nla
30.1% 17.9% 15.4%

FAME"... v, ,. .. V. . . ., ,, 45.6.? .,,.~'!_7§9, ,. ,. .. ,, ,, ☁
TOTAL☁ 52.310 77,593 i ☁8356 ".543 1 8.523 33.8% 12.5% H.536.

 

our positioning in our respective markets".

On the National Programme. Moore said: ☜Dun'ng the second halfwe expect

to strengthen our position with the prospective LSPs whilst the National

Procurement Programme moves into delivery and ful l mode; our domain

knowledge and service capability setting us apart from our competitors in

particulaf☁.

Comment: A strong set of results from Torex. which is understandably

pleased to report "consistent growth performance for the fteenth consecutive

halfyear". It is also good to see strong cash generation (£15,8m was generated

from operating activities during theperiod) and good revenue visibility ♥ the order

book stands at £1 60m.

However, Torex's strength in health is its large installed base. much of its

revenue Comes from extensions and upgrades to existing customers. As a result.

we believe Torex on its own (without iSoft) would be likely to lose out in the longer

term as newer systems are implemented under the National Programme. But in

the short to medium term. Torex has a role to play in working with the successful

LSPs to ensure interoperability.

Question marks remain over the future of the Retail division. which wouldn't t

within a merged iSoft/Torex. Performance at the division has improved

substantially overthe second half of 2002. largely thanks to strong business with

existing customers. The new Petroleum Retail business also made a ☜strong

contribution" in the rst half ♥ this could be a source of growth and pro tability for

the Retail division going forward. (To/a Saryeant)

QUANTICA: MOVING FOCUS AWAY FROM

TECHNOLOGY
the tune of £215K (H1 02: PBT of 2504K). Diluted loss per share was 0.53p.

The bit that we're really interested in is the Technology division (the IT staff

agency). however the contribution 'om this part of the business has been declining

for some time now. Indeed. over the last six months the company attributes the

entire decline in turnover to this division. Nonetheless. Quanitca should pat itself

on the back for maintaining pro tability. it has now nished the restructuring of the

division. which included the closure of an unpro table of ce (hence the QSOOK

exceptional).

Philip Bennett. Chairman. commented. "We believe that there is light at the

end of the tunnel. There has been no deterioration in trading conditions since the

end of last year and run rates going forward have now started to improve☝. We

wouldn☂t be quite as con dent of a ☜signi cant potential upside (in the Technology

division) as the market picks up". So it's probably just as well the Group is

targeting its efforts on ☜less cyclical☁ areas of the market ♥ healthcare. government-

funded training and recruitment for the public sector. {Georgina O'Toole)
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DIAGONAL PINS HOPES ON CORE BUSINESS

 

IT consultancy Diagonal has reported interim results for the six months to Comment: There is little doubt

80☁" May 03. The highlights are as follows: that Diagonal is operating in a dif cult

- Turnover is 10% lower than the same period last year at £30.6m, while market and that the management

turnover from continuing operations dropped by 23% to £26.2m team could have done without the

♥ Operating pro ts fell 91% to E126K. compared to £1.5m in H1 02 distraction of a failed M80. The

- PET was £324K. down irom H1 02☂s £1.6m sooner the new team resolve the

- Loss per share was 0,27p (H1 02 EPS: 0.77p). future ofthe Secure Networks

Revenues from the continuing consulting businesses were 22% lower than business and truly return to theircore

the same period last year at £1 9.9m and operating pro ts were down by asimilar focus ofSAP/consultancy the better.

percentage to £1.5m. The SAP Consulting Division is said to have ☜performed {To/a Sargeant)

well' in the rst halfagainst dif cult market conditions and maintained pro tability.

According to new CEO Colin Burnside. the Enterprise Application
, . , Diagonal - H1 03 business mix

Integration bustness also performed well With pro t and revenue mm = gaojmmi 02: 233.9,")

gures ahead of target.

Meanwhile. operating losses worsened at the Secure

Networks business. which has had a ☜dif cult six months". not

helped by the distraction of a failed MBO. Operating losses for

the rst half were 21 Am (H1 02: £427K) onrevenues of £6.3m.

Commenting on the outlook. Mark Sammuels. Chairman,

said: "I am pleased that we are on track for the rst half. despite

continuing dif cult market conditions. [believe there wi/Ibe major "" ☁°☁"

Saturn anum
21% (25%)   

con-mung
(nonlinulng)
85560536)

bene ts in concentrating on our core competencies☝.

to. A CHALLENGING SIX MONTHS FOR CRC
CFC group

122»

CFlC Group provider of ☜integrated after-sales solutions to CR0 GrouPT-azl1_°§£°o:llnulns ops

equipment manufacturers and service operators in the

communications. home gateway and information technology $333,☜?
sectors". has announced results for the six months to GOth Jun, ☁°"

l☁napalr
03. Turnover is down 38% to £35.8m. PBT has fallen 53% to w.

  

 

22,0m. and dilu ed EPS, previously 1 1 ,43p. is now 5.4;). CUM-mu"

Comment: We don☂t usually comment on CBC. as it is mainly (can

involved in repairing mobile handsets and set top boxes. However, Jamar/limit

the company is increasing active in il' repair. and today announced Camml rap-II

wins with NOR ( or a new retail point of sale system) and Logicom "☁23:."

(for a variety 0 peripherals), Last month CRC acquired ADP

Technical Services (for a maximum consideration of £1 .Om). thereby expanding banking. Further acquisitions are

its repair services to include laptops and PDAs. possible ♥ especially to expand the
Whilst the teadline results do not look great. CRC comments that the rangeof products Supported, or add

uncertainties surrounding the communications market. and its service activities to the company☂s geographical and
with Nokla in particular. have reduced greatly. and repair volumes ☜appear to be customer base,

stabilising". Meanwhile both the home gateway and lT operations reponed ☜strong Maintenance and repair activities
performance☝, Despite mixed results across the business, CRC was able to are hardly glamorous or exciting, but
report that operating margins (pre exceptionals and goodwill) were maintained at they are essential. and it is entirely
8.0%. and cash ow remained positive (£3,4m compared to £4.7m). investors possible to make decent living in this

will be pleased o hear that the dividend is to be maintained, space. We'll be watching CRC☁S iT
CRC's IT repair activities generated £6.0m in H1 - up 5% on the same period repair activities closely in the future,

last year The focus is on mobile computing. and vertical specialisation in retail and (Heather Small)
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FINANCIAL OBJECTS STILL TO PROVE ITS

 

Financial Objects, the supplier of advanced y

technology banking products and sen/ices. has
Financial Objects plc
six months to 3001 June

Turnover Em

2003 2002 Change
  

  

released results for the six months to 30th Jun, 03.

Turnover has fallen 16% compared to the same period

in 2002, as the company continued to experience

EUnited Kingdom

Rest of Europe

North America
Rest of the World

 

  

 
   

1,703 2,063 . 47.5%
2.524 3,607 .30.0%
ass 300 -1 1.3%

i 1,170 810 .

 

pricing pressure and slow decision making by potential

clients. By destination. UK revenues were down 17%

(to £1 .7m)however this region did not suffer as much

as the ROE. which saw a fall in revenues of 30% (to £2.5m).

Financial Objects has two software divisions:

- IBIS, the long established international wholesale banking s/w group

acquired to form the company in 1996. saw revenues decline from £3.6m to

俉2.0m.

- ActiveBank, ☜a next generation banking system" for nancial services

organisations, saw revenues decline from £3.2m to 俉2.6m.

Overall, product licence revenues increased considerably while support

and other services revenues declined by more than 20%.

In terms of profitability, the company made a pre-tax loss of £1.2m

compared to £1,1m in H1 02 and a diluted loss per share of 4.44p (H1 02:

2.37p). The company was also lossmaking at the operating level (to the tune

of E750K) before goodwill amortisation of £570K.

On release of the results, Financial Objects' share price fell by 18.0% to a

day»|ow of 36.5p despite results being ☜in line with guidance" issued in June.

The problem was with the outlook. Roger Foster, Chairman, commented, "in

the light of these (market) conditions, management has undertaken a strategic

review to revitalise the business. We believe that the strategic measures we

have outlined will signi cantly improve the company's performance as the market

for our product recovers". However. the order book

is down from £9.8m to £8.6m.

The company believes the order book suggests

the decline in revenues from the IBIS business won☁t _

continue in H1 02. However, an improved order book IP'°d"°☁ Sup?☝
I ☁ ,Product Services

does not necessarily lead to increased short-term 1

[Product Licences

  

  
Note: Turnover by destination

1 Financial Objects pic
' Six months to 3001 June

   
5 653 6 700

  

revenues when orders are taking

longer to close. The short-term

outlook for the ActiveBank business

is less rosy with the revenue decline

expected to continue in H2. In the

longer-term. a £1.5m investment

over the next 12 months in growing

the reseller channel and increasing

development of the ActiveBank

product (particularly offshore) is

expected to have a positive impact.

But it is still too early to tell whether

Financial Objects will make a

success of its new business model.

Its previous track record of

managing the profitability of the

business is shaky and the new

management team has yet to prove

itself. (Georgina O'Toole)

   

  

  

  

2003 l 2002 Eiiéiiq☂g'
574! 535 53.4%

2.702 I 3,509 -23.0%

@357 t "2135 ; '23☁7?☁
5.663 " 6,700 46.5%

I
ITOTAL   

CLINICAL COMPUTING LOOKS FOR FUNDING LIFELINE

Clinical Computing, provider

of clinical information systems to the

US and UK healthcare markets.

announced results for the six

months to end June 03. Turnover

wasup3%to£1.15m-orup12%

on a constant currency basis that

excludes the effects of the

weakening dollar. Operating losses

decreased from 2581 K in H102 to

£367K and loss per share was

down from 2.4p to 1.6p.

Clinical Computing has made remarkany little progress since its IPO way

back in 1994 and we've regularly pointed this out in our comments on the

company's performance. Nonetheless. these results - and the 7% rise in

revenue posted for 2002 - do show Clinical taking tentative but welcome

steps towards sustainable pro ts. If it can nally get its act together, there's

no doubting that the clinical information market on both sides of the Atlantic

should offer a wealth of opportunities.

Clinical also announced a proposed share placing and open offer desier6d

to generate net proceeds of 222m. The successful raising of these much

needed additional funds will be vital to the company's future. (Phil Coding)
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Get nics
m untrue!!! nu suucn

Netherlandsbased Getronics has announced interim results for the six

months to 30th Jun. 03 ♥ revenues have fallen 26% to Eur1 ,363m, EBIT went

from EurSOm to a loss of Eur71 m, and a pre tax pro t of Eur15m in H1 02

turned into a loss of Euri 06m.

Getronics does not provide a breakdown at the UK level. but commented

that ☜the Benelux, Central Europe, Spain and the UKperformed on target in at

to declining markets". EMEA reported a c16% drop in revenues, but services

clearly fared better than products, slipping just 6%.

Comment: Getronics has had a horrendous time of late. New management

♥ appointedin Feb. after both Peter van Voorst (Chairman & CEO) and Jan

Docter (FD) stood down ♥ have undertaken a financial and operational

restructuring, designed to lift the "dark cloud☂ that hung over the company,

GETRONICS HAS A ☜LONG WAY TO GO☝

Managed Services (which accounts

for about two thirds of ongoing

services revs). Certainly here in the

UK Getronics☂ strong suit is

desktop and network services ♥

indeed we reckon they are a top ten

player, with revenues of c£70m in

2002. But, as Ruckert conceded,

the company "still has a long way to

go☜, and customer con dence will

be key in the months ahead. {To/a

Sargeant)

and restore pro tability.

Actions have included further divestments. During

the period Getronics sold off its Government Solutions

900 

auo   
and Human Resources Solutions activities (both 7☁☝

described as ☜highly pro table units"), The combined a 5☁☝ revenue

sales raised Eur<326m which has been used to repay in☝ r»

debt. Getronics has also earmarked a further ten ☜under § ☁00

performing" units for closure or disposal. Other measures 300

to reduce costs have resulted in the loss of 1,400 jobs 200

worldwide.

As torthe outlook, Chairman Axel Ruckert was upbeat o
0102 GM 11302 0402 0103 can:

about the prospects for Getronics☂ core business,

AIM♥listed Statpro, provider of

performance measurement

solutions for the global asset

management industry, has

announced interim results for the six

months to 30th Jun. 03, Turnover

is up 18% to £4.1m compared to

the same period last year, pre tax

losses are much reduced at £78K

(H1 02: £1.7m), and loss per share

has improved from 52p to 0.3p.

Commenting on the outlook Carl

Bacon, Chairman, said: ☜ Whilst we

retain a cautious outlook for the

second half of2003, there are some

signs of an improvement in our

market as IT projects that have

been delayed are being reactivated.

ln the meantime, our key nancial

objectives are to build further on the

STATPRO:☝OUTLOOK REMAINS TOUGH☝

progress made in the first half, to continue to generate cash from operati0ns

and to put the company firmly into pro t for the year as a whole".

Comment: Statpro has made some good progress over the past six

months. Not only was revenue ahead of H1 02, through a combination of sales

to new and existing clients, but also the company was also able to point to

growth in total annuaiised recurring revenues (up from £6.6m to £7.8m).

In brief:

- Revenue from software licences increased 25% to 23.2m

- Revenue from consulting grew 53% to £0.6m

- However other recurring revenues fell 41 % to £0.3m (primarily due to the

absence of revenue from the Swiss agency agreement. which was terminated

in Aug. 02).

At the PET level Statpro remains loss making for the fth consecutive year,

however it did managed to produce an operating pro t ♥just. Cash is also

moving in the right direction, with an in ow of £0.8m compared to an out ow

oi£0.6m in H1 02.

With a focus on cash generation, recurring revenues & multi-year contracts,

and a cost base now in line with revenues, the future looks brighter for Statpro.

The shares have picked up 40% to 39p during the month, but still remain

a long way off their May 00 oat price of 80p. (Heather Small)
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Vedior

Dutch mega staff agency Vedior (parent company of Top 10 UK ITSA

Abraxas) has announced results for the six months to 30'" Jun. 03. Total sales

fell 6% to Eur2.87bn and operating income (before goodwill amortisation)

dropped 3% to Eur75m. Goodwill amortisation of Eurt 37m resulted in a pre-

tax loss ofEur101m. just Eurim more than the same period last year. and a

loss per share of Eur0.67 cents.

The IT staf ng business was one of the hardest hit in terms of revenue.

reporting a 20% fall in turnover compared to H1 02 to Eur288m (an 8% fall on

an organic basis). However, tight cost control enabled operating pro ts from

the IT business to grow by 50% to Eur12m (before goodwill amortisation). In

the UK. the IT staf ng market "remains weaK☂, but Vedior has the luxury of

staf ng businesses in the engineering. healthcare and legal sectors. which

continue to grow. Nevertheless. turnover from the UK businesses fell 7% t0

Eur341 m and operating income dropped 4%

to Eur24m. I

Commenting on the outlook. Tony Martin.

Chairman. said: ☜The long anticipated global

recovery failed to emerge in the second

quarter and economic indicators remain

mixed. Staf ng markets around the world

remain fragile and visibility is limited...

Management will continue to carefully adjust

the Group☂s cost base to reflect market Neme ms

Rest of Europe

18% (17%)
Rest 01 World
5% (7%)

circumstances☝. 9% ☜0%) \

Comment: We met Abraxas MD UK

Godfrey Morrell last week as part of the 12% (12%,

research programme for our upcoming

report on the UK IT staf ng agency market.

Like all ITSAs, Vedior's UK brands are facing
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VEDIOR ADJUSTS TO FRAGILE STAFFING MARKETS

an extremely competitive market

and continued pressure on margins.

But we were reassured to see

Abraxas. which we understand is

pro table at the pre-tax level, has a

realistic view of the market and is

looking for innovative ways to build

its business. Vedior's diverse

geographic and vertical sector

spread should also mean it is better

positioned to weather the storm

than many of its smaller

competitors. (To/a Sargeant}

Vedior - H103 business mix
Total: Eur2.87hn (H102 = Eur3.05bn)

  

  

\ France
45% (43%)

 

8% (11%)

US GOVERNMENT AT THE HEART OF (3808 BUSINESS

11

080 reported a 29% increase

in revenues to $3.55bn for its rst

quarter ended 4"☁Jul. 03. However.

much of this increase was due to

its recent acquisition of DynCorp in

the US. which signi cantly boosted

its US federal government

business. Pre-tax income rose

20% to $133.1m; a 3.7%

operating margin, down from 4%

in the same period last year. CSC's

commercial business was a mixed

bag. with US revenues slashed by

onethlrd to $962m. but Europe

bounding ahead by 21% to $819m.

CSC chairman and CEO Van Honeycutt reported ☜solid demand" for global

commercial IT infrastructure outsourcing. However. demand for consulting

and SI. which had "stabilised☂ in North America. is still "soft" in Europe and Asia.

Honeycutt anticipates Q2 revenues will be up 27%-29% and is ☜comfortable☝

with consensus revenue and EPS estimates for the full year.

Comment: With the acquisition of DynCorp, US government is even more

the heart of CSC☁s business. standing at nearly 42% of total revenues. up from

29% last year. But at current course and speed. it may not be long before 080

gets more business fromEurope than it does from the US private sector.

especially if it keeps on signing outsourcing megadeals like at Royal Mail and

Marconi ♥ and CSC's new EMEA head. George Bell. will do his best to see that

happens! Of course. 080 UK is still gutted about being turfed from the Aspire

shortlist. but we're not sure if its other attempt to boost its UK public sector

business by acquiring Same from Schlumberger is totally dead yet. (Anthony

Miller)
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A. LONDON BRIDGE TRIMS COSTS AMIDST TURBULENT
London Bridge Group

London Bridge Software, provider of software to the nancial sector,

announced that turnover in the six months to 30'J1 Jun. 08 fell by 12% to £28.4m

compared to the same period in 2002. The reduction occurred despite a 10%

increase in licence revenues, The problem area was consulting. where delays in

projects being signed off, a lower level of licence revenues in 2002, as well as a

reduced consulting headcount, all contributed to a 46% fall in turnoverto £5.8m.

As a result recurring maintenance and e<services revenues increased their

proportion of the total to 55%.

Across the geographies. Europe was the worst performing region with

turnover down 20.5% to £7.5m. The Americas, London Bridges biggest

geography (67% of turnover), saw turnover decline 10%.

in terms of pro tability, London Bridge has made further reductions to its

cost base by reducing headcount by 45% and consolidating certain operations

in the US. The one-off restructuring cost was EGOOK. As a result, London Bridge

increased its pro tability at the operating level (before goodwill amortisation) to

2951 K from £377K in H102, At the pre♥tax level the company tumed in a loss of

£726K(H102122,8mloss). Diluted lossper sharewas 0.64p (H102: 1.7p loss).

Comment: Despite the unarguably tough market conditions in the nance

sector London Bridge looks to be getting itself into better shape. it has done well

to increase pro ts at the operating level whilst continuing to invest in product

research and development. Its new development centre in Cape Town, where

20 staff have now been recruited, will help to keep costs down in this area. This

continuing investment in its products is paying off with existing customers as well

 

as new customers contributing to the

increase in licence revenues. This

bodes well for a turnaround in the

consulting division in the year ahead.

We are also pleased to see that

the company is keeping tight control

of its ship ♥ just one example is a

further reduction in debtor days. it

also continues to be cash generative.

lf London Bridge can keep this up

while much ofthe competition is falling

by the wayside, itwill soon be playing

against, in Chairman Gordon

Crawford's words, ☜a reduced

number of viable competitors☝.

Along with the results

announcement, the company also

announced the arrival of Jo Connell

as non-executive director. Connell

retired from Xansa on 31st Mar. 03

after 24 years and is, in our opinion, a

welcome addition to the London

Bridge Board. (Phil Cod/ing)

RECURRIN REVENUES AT FLOMERICS SAVE THm G E
DAY

 

Flomerics, ☜supplier ofanalysis software to the

telecoms, semiconductor and computer industries, and

othersectors such as electronics industries" has announced

results for the six months to 30th Jun. 03, Turnover was

     
US

Europe & Asia Pac

Flomerics Group plc
Six months to 30m June

  

  

  

 

Turnover £m

  

down 18% compared to H1 02, to £4.9m. At constant

exchange rates the decline was 14%. Of greater concern,

however, was the slide into losses ♥ Flomerics posted a pre-tax loss of 21 44K

(PBT of £147K), and a diluted loss per share of 0.98p (compared to an EPS of

0.75p in H1 02).

David Mann. Chairman, commented, "When me economic conditions improve,

we are wellplaced for growth and there are some signs that the worst is over. We

expect the remainder of2003 to be challenging, but with the release of the major

new product, measures taken to reduce costs and some scheduled large

renewals, the directors current/y see good prospects for the company to end

the year with reasonable results".

Comment: In common with most software vendors, it was sales to new

customers that caused Flomerics the problems. CustOmer renewals actually

exceeded budget with all major accounts renewing, and some expanding their

use of Flomerics☁ products. In such a tough environment, investors will draw

some comfort from the fact that Flomerics' turnover is underpinned by a high

proportion (74%) of recurring revenues.

 

The story seems to have been

the same across the geographies

with the US experiencing a decline in

total tumover of 021% and Europe

and Asia Pac seeing revenues decline

by 016%. The effect on losses could

have been worse had the company

not cut its costs over the period -

administration costs were reduced

by 12% partly through reduction in

staff numbers.

Going forward, several large

renewals are still expected in H2 so

Flomerics may make it back into the

black by the year-end. (HeatherSmaID



 

Global software vendor

Systems Union Group has

released results for the six months

to 30☁" Jun. 03 revealing an increase

in pre-tax pro ts of 23% to £2.0m

despite revenues falling by 9.0% to

£34.0m. Diluted EPS was 1.7p

(2002: 1.6p). The company has

taken a tough line and has reduced

its cost of operations as well as its

R&D spend. Going forward, the

company is taking no chances. Paul

Coleman. Chief Executive

commented, ☜We are encouraged by

the current level of potential orders

and are reasonably optimistic that

revenues will improve in the second

half. However, we have already

initiated further cost efficiency

measures to ensure that if income

levels remain consistent with the rst

half, there shouldbe an improvement

to earnings".

The majority of Systems Union's

revenues (88%) come from

SunSystems ( nancial and business

management software for the

medium-sized business), which saw

SYSTEMHOUSE 1 3
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SYSTEMS UNION REVEALS CAUTIOUS STANCE AT

INTERIM STAGE

Systems Union - 2001 Business mix
Total = £34.0m (£37.5m)

Prulessional

Services Licence Revenue

17% (24%) 32% (35%)

l
Malnlenance J
5 l % (4 1 Va)

revenues drop 10.6% to £29.8m. The maior culprit here was The Americas

where revenues fell by more than a third. However EMEA held up quite well with

revenues pretty much at. The other parts of the business ♥ Pegasus Software

(supplier of accounting software to SM Es) and REDtechnology (internet. intranet

and extranet development) ♥ reported only minor movements in turnover

compared to the same period in 2002.

Overall, licence revenues and services revenues were down ♥ by 15.9% and

10.7% respectively ♥ maintenance revenues were up 10.7% to £17.1m.

The company continues to generate cash and had net assets at the period

end of 俉28.6m (H102: £24.9m). The resultsjust go to show that targeting the

SMEs in today☂s climateis just as tough as winning business from the large

corporates. However shareholders seem to be impressed with the company's

ruthless management of its nances ♥ the share price has been pushed upby

18% to 90p. (Georgina O'Toole)

SERVICES DOES IT FOR HP IN QB

HP has released its results for

the three months ended 31☜ Jul. ()3

showing total revenues up 5% to

$1 7.3bn, although this represented

a 4% decline over the previous

quarter. Operating earnings for QB

turned positive to the tune of $301 m

compared to a $2.5bn loss in 0302

(from restructuring charges). Pre-

tax earnings were also positive -

$287m, compared to $2.5bn

losses in 0302. Both operating

earnings and pre-tax earnings in 03

were substantially down compared

to the previous quarter.

Services revenues grew 5% to

$8.08bn. so still comprise 18% of

total revenues Managed services revenues stormed ahead by 21%. and even

support services revenues grew a handsome 8%. However. consulting 8. SI

revenues were down 1 5% "due to project deferrals and consulting overcapacity

in the consulting market". HP also broke the landmark doubledigit margins

barrier ♥ services margins were 10.9%. up from 9.4% last year and 9.9% the

previous quarter.

HP chairman and CEO Carly Fiorina reckoned HP ☜should have done better☝

but she is ☜confident☝ in their strategy and ☜expects to deliver a strong fourth

quarter with every one of our businesses pro table".

Comment: The numbers say it all. While HP still has a long way to go to

turn itself into more of a services-led business, we certainly can't pooh»pooh

11% margins. HP's outsourcing megadeals earlier this year (eg. Bank of Ireland)

will surely help to push managed service revenues even higher in coming quarters.

and its support sen/ices business looks pretty solid too. They are a long way

from being another IBM Global Services e but at least they seem to be heading

in the right direction. Of course. they could always look at making another

major acquisition (Anthony Miller)
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SYSTEMS SERVICES GROUP

 

Highams

Services, an lTSA focusing on the

financial services sector, has

announced preliminary results for

the year to 315☁ Mar. 03. Group

turnover has fallen 34% to £11.1m

Systems

reflecting the "challenging

conditions" in the IT recruitment

market, but pre-tax losses have

lessened to E195K (2002: £298K).

The last six months of the year were

stronger, however, and Highams

managed to report a small pro t for

the second half. Loss per share for

Highams Systems Services Group pic
in y.- Riv-nu- .m par my:
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HIGHAMS SYSTEMS NOT IMMUNE TO ITSA
I

LOWS
the year was 1.0p, up from a 1.45p per share loss in 2002.

The recruitment business, which makes up the majority of Highams'

business, reported a 36% drop in turnover in 2003 to £9.5m and a 38%

decrease in pre-tax operating pro ts (before Group overheads) to £523K.

Highams Business Solutions' turnover fell 16% to 俉1.6m but it made an

operating pro t of £535K before Group overheads (more than the recruitment

business!). Business Solutions did better in H2 thanks to a ☜signi cant new

sale" of its Hi-Finance solution to a major bank for its European operations.

Graham Maw, Chairman, commented on the outlook: ☜It is likely that the IT

recruitment market will continue to be challenging in the coming year. Although

contract recruitment has started slow/y again this year, we have experienced a

much stronger demand for permanent recruitment. The international market

for factoring software remains immature, with in-house systems being the

main competitor for us to attack'.

To say that the UK lTSA market is not the

best place to be at the moment would be an

understatement and we don't expect things

to improve much over the coming year. But

being a niche player. focussed on insurance,
☁5 269

m7 inves nent management and nance, is helping

'53 ,,, to mitigate some of the pain. it is encouraging

to hear that Higham☁s permanent recruitment

         

E rmanua (Em) I PET (mil

1994 1995 1995 r997 was 1999

Fr.0. This

business was much stronger in the second

half and that the number of contractors on site

has climbed back to where it started the year.

after a dip in the rst half. Gross margins at the

ITSA business also ☜showed a similar

improvement" as the year progressed. (Phil

Cod/ing)
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DELCAM NOT STANDING STILL IN MORIBUND
♥ MARKET

CAD/CAM software developer Delcam has reported its results for the six

months to 30th Jun. 03. They revealed a record rst half tumover of 俉9.8m. 3.1 %

up on H1 2002. EPS was also higher at 6.4p (H1 2002: 6.1p). However. operating

pro t declined by 8.6% to 2481 K (bringing margins down from 5.5% to 4.9%)

but PBT fell by only 2.9% to 俉504K helped by a doubling of contribution from

associate companies to £83K. Delcam will pay an interim dividend of 0.95p.

Delcam chairman T R Kinsey advised that "The general outlook for the second

halfof the year is in line with the Board☂s expectations, although events of the last

six months have shown how external factors can quickly impact our forecasted

periormance. Historical/y our results have been biased towards the second half

of our nancial year. Although this was not the case during 2007 or 2002, we

believe that we will retum to this trading pattern in the future".

Comment: Delcam has done well to grow revenues in the face of delayed

orders from the SARS epidemic and the con ict in Iraq. Pro ts have been affected

by the Group☂s high level of investment in product development ♥ R&D costs

increased by over £250K over the same period last year and now represent 25%

of turnover. This is because Delcam

wants to expand its business outside

its traditional ☁mould and die☁ area,

into other areas of tool<making and

other industries. Delcam also wants

to target larger enterprises as well

as SMEs. We like this aggressive

approach to extending its product

range to reach new customers ♥

indeed it☂s what they must do as a

relatively small player in a very tough

market. And it's good to see a

dividend too! Delcam's shares ended

the month at 171p, 14% up since

the beginning of the year. (Anthony

Miller)
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Software development a. sales SIITS £15m 28-Aug-03

ATOS ORIGIN OUTSOURCING PERFORMANCE

DISAPPOINTS

Paris & Amsterdambased European IT services player Atos Origin lifted

the veil on its 02 results revealing, in effect, a 6% decline in revenues toEur677m

on a llke-tor♥Iike basis. in actual terms. revenues for the three months ended 80☁"

Jun. 03 grew 3% to Eur763m. including an EurBGm contribution from the

acquisition of KPMG Consulting☂s operations in the UK and Netherlands last

yeah consulting 3. SI revenues dropped 15% to Eur363m (inc☁ KPMG) partly

from "pricing pressure" in Q2, although volumes improved slightly Managed

Operations (Le. outsourcing) revenues also declined a tad, by 5% to Eur400m

(same as 01) but Atos Origin reports ☜a steady and encouraging ow ofmedium~

sized orders☝, By country. UK showed the biggest jump due to KPMG, from

EUI☂JSm to Eur81 m though it sounded like this actually represented a decrease

 

in like-for-like terms, Full results for

H1 will be announced on 10m Sep.

03.

Comment: it☂s a bit tricky to

unpick all the numbers at this stage,

but we would say that the

outsourcing performance

disappoints Let's hope the "steady

stream oforders" makes up for it in

Ha More comment when we see

their full H1 results (Anthony Miller)
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Note: Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set 31 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are a ocaled an index of 1000 based on the
issue price. The 308 Index is n01 weighted; a change in the share price 01 [he Iarges1 company has the same e ect as a simi1ar change for the smallest company.
Category Codes: GS = Computer Servtces SP = Sokware Product H = ResellerA = IT Agency 0 = 0111111
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N50 30121151190119 SP 1 £0.14 245.5m_ Lnss_ 0.52 1217☁ 715.57%; 93.10% 25.55111 222.13111☁
(mama SP 1 20.07 24.0111 Lass 0.05 131 0.00% -3.33% 20.00m -20.14m
1.13,", A 1 20.14 221.5m Loss☜ 0.12 2333 24.44% 43.05% 24.23m -23.30m
Patsysbms SP § 20.15 219.4111 Loss. 2.43 130 44.43% 22.92% -23.34m 23.30m
PilaWediaGobal SP 1 20.33 215.5m Lossf 2.24 1075 33.93% 127.27% 24.10m 29.251n
01511105131155 7 7 SJ? . W runs; 7 r W 17.39 V H 1292☁ 25.53%☜ 15.90% 7 255510 > 25.40m
9505101111 A 1 2 . m 103.3 1.29 1034 -10.73% 22.97% ~25.33m 210.00m
04(0055311199111151 cs 1 23.5111 Loss 0.25 40 20.00% 53.54% 21.44m 23.42111
01.111512 A g 20.35 213.9111 Loss. 0.53 273 25.45% 2.99% 22.30111 20.40111
Rsnmma onal SP ; 20.25 215.1111 Loss» 2.42 339 5.52% 715.57% 20.99111 214.13111
11.151151111111110 s1: ; 20.00 mm Loss: 0.22 10 0.00% 45.00% 20.00m 25.47111
1155111005991: 51: 1 20.13 237.3111 Loss. 1.31 179 25.19% 231.25% 27.79111 225.00111
RM s1: 2 21.25 2112.5111 Loss 0.55 3555 113% 33.44% 21.30111 230.30111
05121311001014: SP : 24.30 21307111 20.2 2.43 2574 5.42% 35.17% 23.34m 25710111
559391719 50 g 21.59 221550111 22.9 3.91 55000 0.20% 27.07% ~2668.70m 2471.50111
55551,☜, A . 20.04 21.3m L055 0.04 35 7.59% 55.00% 20.79m 20.05m
5m cs 1 20.54 234.4111 Loss☁ 0.59 423 4.95% 111.57% 224.71111 213.20m
Servimpamr SF' E 20.30 217.0111 Loss 3.79 300 45.34% 275.00% 25.92m 212.91m

smmanmmnoml SP E 21.30 253.9111 74.5» 1.22 4537 0.00% 79.22% 20.00m 223.79m
sms nardalmasFollqmastsr) SF' 1 20.95 215.1m 0.5. 0.71 530 1.07% -14.09% 120.50m 23.40111

Scpheon SP 1☁ £0.16 214.4rn Loss; 1.17 2:10 557% 23.03% ~20.44m 23.33m

5111111961910 A 1 50-91 2137.2m Loss 0.47 1011 17.42% 97.03% 220.3701 253.15m
sum", SP . £6.18 209.5111 33.5 2.30 2744 10.27% 150.00% £3.30m 255.4001
sumac☜, SP ☁ 20.39 212.0111 Loss' 1.77 404 39.54% 93.75% 23.55m 25.27m
SWMIMSJSB) SF 1 29-75 2297.5m Lass 7.93 4303 12.30% 134.13% 233.99111 2171.70111

Synstar 03 j £0180 £130.0m 21.7; 0.59 435 10.34% 35.75% 212.2001 234.30111

Sysansuriommsneemmj SP 1☁ 90-90 £93.5m 23.3 1.25 592 13.42% 24.14% 214.50m 210.00111

TadpoleTacmolom 5" 1 9°42 231.4m Loss 1.33 290 500% 39.37% «£0.63m 20.95m

72101411 03 ' 9°09 £13.5m Loss 0.75 12 19.35% 134 52% 23.30111 212.00111

111111501111 CS 31-34 £15.6m 102.7 1.90 1151 42.70% 53.00% 24.59m 25.03111

1010x6011) CS 1 56-11 £335.5m 15.5 2.07 11054 2.09% 09.45% 223.04m 2182-5001
Totalsysterm SP 2077 23.0m 35.4: 2.05 1443 15.91% 00.00% 21.10111 23.50m

Taminme SP 90-9☜ 210.1m 10.0' 0.71 929 0.51% 250% -20.071n -20.30m

TvaoeGroup SP 1 50153 230m 09' 0.39 420 17.93% 12.90% 21.21111 20.09m
113135115 SP 1 5090? 21.1111 Lossl 0.19 3.3 44.29% 611.00% 20.0% ~21.01m

Transnam CS 1 50-04 24.11n 12.11 0.32 52 14.29% 42.35%, 20.53m £1.62m
1112501151111 05 £059 533'☜ Loss 0.32 433 11.43% 101.72% £0.90m £4.47m
11101111311111 05 £328 £193.7m 20.3 1.03 1905 3.95% 37.03% 215.19111 270.30m

01111115115145☜ R . {0'03 55501 29.0 2.73 71 0.00% 190.00% 20.05111 23mm
unverse (31111;: 5" 2°35 5143'☜ 14.1 495.57 1555 0.00% 55.55% 21 .41m £6.88m
Vegaemup CS ☁ ☜"9 "☁3'" L055 0.62 971 33.50% 99.15% 25.07m 211.com
Vlgmhp 51:- £0.16 25.0111 Loss 0.79 320 4.54% 3.23% {0139"1 5013'"
vowismw SF' 20.01 21.5111 Loss 0.90 12 -12.00% 55.00% 20.00111 21.91111

Wanhog SP [$211901 toss 0.71 390 47.20% 4.29% 12159111 igggm
SP - . m ass 1.17 237 53.75% 234.30% 24.5 111 . m

mmfgsmsmm 5" 2°12 2203'☜ Loss 1.45 0 -3.00% 109 09% -21.55111 210.37111
x3,☜ ms FYI Go 05 21.10 2350.4m Lass 0.01 2321 4.27% 100.00% 21521111 210554111

XK013101;, w) 51= 俉058 £24.2m L055 055 533 15.57% 139.73% 23.50111 214.39m
new!GM 05 > 20.02 25.0m Loss 1.40 70 0.00% 53.33% 25 54m 24.09111

N010: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15th A001 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index at 1000 based on the

issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted; a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same affect as a simuar change 1011110 smallest company.

Category Codes:GS = Computer Services SP = Software Product R z Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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MORE GAINS WHILE i.☂;☁. .'".;☁:;..... ☜3;:
THE SUN SHINES    

FTSES allcap

As August temperatures soared, S/ITS ' ' '
share prices continued to make positive

, , From 15thApr89 mew/a «1026255
moves. Ovum Holway s S/ITS Index put From istJan so mam-ls name

. . From 1st Jan 91 .533 94% 992.61%
on nearly 12% to take its gains for the year Fm. 15. Jan 92 .3294☝, .5530☜,

☁ O ☂ From 151Jen93 ☜51.53% 945.18% 673.51%Since Jan to 65 A». And while the l-☁I☁SE 100 From M Jan 94 ☜mm mm mm
moved up Just a shade in the course of the From 15' Jan 95 ☜9933* 4574* 47-53%

' I From tst Jan 96 *98.S9% +1179☜: 015.00% 43.53% *23,93%
month. the techMARK (With a 6% rise) and From lsl Jan 97 .676096 4.03% 43.77% seam +10 26%

From Isl Jan 95 «37.86% 48 97% 437% 60.92% 46.50% '4 06?-
the FTSE IT 303 Index (5%) Pos☁ed healthy From 15! Jan 99 «3.55% 49.26% 47.67% 66.06% some new/-
' From 15! Jan w £03891: 49.96% 45.99% 36.50% :SZZBVI: 412%

Improvements. From 1st Jan 01 ~46 40% 4,3 13% 64.62% ~74.32% 49.29% 44.38%

Investor sentiment in August appeared From Ist Jan 02 saw. 40.25% seem 41.57% 48.79% -6 67%
len Isl Jan 03 t65.42% 95.50% 939.89% 444.25% +20 95% {52.22%

to favour notjust the tech sector but smaller

cap companies in general, The AIM index

put on 8% and the FTSE Small Cap 6%. System Houses i
. IT Stall Agencies I

Topping August☂s S/ITS share chart ☁Resellers I, 50.77.

I

        4937.

-W.2☁/a

2☁57.

 

   
- - - jSottware Productswas domain name and hosting prowder .Holmlmenw

NetBene t, with a 117% gain to 50p. A Helms/ITS Index☜;

number of other small cap S/ITS

companies also posted strong advances, including Computer Software Group (up 80%) and Harrier Group (up 60%).

Gresham Computing and Raft International both posted increases to take their share price hikes for the year so far to

508% and 717% respectively.

In terms of S/ITS subsectors, System Houses put in a 17% gain and the hard-hit ITSAs managed 13%. Our Internet

Index outstripped everyone though, with a 29% rise in the month. But whether the upwards dotcom speculation can

outlast the summer remains to be seen.

asst-r.
20.5%
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